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Presentation Outline
Recent applications
— X-38
• "As-built" geometry — V 131 R analysis
• High-fidelity geometry — Model G analysis
• Aero-heating
— Aerodynamic Research Facility (ARF)
Wind Tunnel Simulations
• Separation aerodynamics
Future plans
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20100037954 2019-08-30T12:30:11+00:00Z
X-38 Model G
• Background
— Design evolution 4 detailed surface geometry
— Major transonic wind tunnel test (WTT) at the
Arnold Engineering and Development Center
16' transonic tunnel (AEDC 16T) in Tullahoma, TN
• CFD Analysis
— Grids built on same
CAD as WT Model
— Results obtained	 {
using OVERFLOW
— CFD data was compared to
AEDC's balance and
pressure sensitive paint
(PSP) data	 f_
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Model G Geometry
— Rudder Hinge Line TPS OML -
- ACS Pods — 	
`''	 — Fin Fold Hinge Fairings —
— EMA arm and foot —
(not visible)
— GPS antennas —
— Parafoil lines —
Grid System (half-body)
39 zones, 3.9 million points
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AEDC 16T Comparison
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PSP vs. CFD
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Flow Solver: OVERFLOW
Freestream: Mach 2.99, a = 0°
Booster:	 6 a = 5.123°
6 X = 0.2/Lref
O .Z = 0.	 I—ref
Log(pressure) on surface
Log(density) in symmetry plane
MSFC ARF Wind Tunnel Simulations
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Future Plans
• Multiple body simulations
— Both static and dynamic (OVERFLOW 2.0)
— Requires good geometry definition, automated
control surface movement, scripting, etc.
• Currently working on automated control surface
movements for shuttle
Addition of chemistry to OVERFLOW
— Have added equilibrium air to OVERFLOW
— In the process of validating (shuttle, HALIS test case)
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